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Washable Tops for Adjustable Beds & Waterbeds 

 

   
 

Depending on your mattress selection, a zip off washable top is included as part of the mattress. 

 

Spare Washable Tops from ONLY £80.00 including VAT 
 

As with our sheets, the spare washable tops sound relatively expensive, but the quality justifies the price and 

helps make the most of your adjustable bed.  

 

We can post free samples to you on request.  

 

We are confident that once you feel the quality you will appreciate that there are adjustable beds and there 

are Back Care Beds Adjustable Beds. 

 

Features and Design 
 

A strong open ended nylon zip is used so that it is easy to remove the top only. 

 

To the left is a picture showing how some conventional washable covers are made.  

Manufactured using a zip in the middle, and only unzipping three sides. The reason 

is that it costs far less to produce.  The problem is that in order to wash the cover, 

you first have to manhandle the complete cover from the mattress core. Then try 

fitting the whole cover in the washing machine, actually that is not always so 

difficult because most competitors will also economise on the material thickness.   

 

Our cover completely unzips around the top edge, so although it is very thick, depending on the width, it 

should fit easily in the machine. 

 

Material 
 

The material has been developed specifically for adjustable beds by Bio Ticking in Holland. It 

is technologically advanced and has been awarded the prestigious Eco certificate at the highest 

level.  

 

As no expense is spared in producing this cover, in order to achieve the best stretch properties 

and give a much longer lasting product, we use the same high quality material as a backing as 

we use for the top cover.  
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Washing 
 

Washing at temperatures of up to 72°c is ok as the fabric is pre washed and is designed to wash at these 

temperatures for use in care homes.  

 

We should point out that continually washing at such high temperatures will eventually reduce the quilted 

loft of any filling material. So with modern washing powders and liquids, 30°c to 40°c should do the job.  

 

Tumble drying is not recommended which is why a spare washable top is a good idea. 

 

Prices 
 

 Single Double King Super King 

Widths 2'3" - 3'3" 3'6" - 4'6" 5' - 5'6" 6' 

Prices Include VAT £80 £100 £120 £130 

 

Delivery costs 
 
Spare wash tops are delivered free with Adjustable beds or mattress orders 

 

There is a small charge to cover our delivery cost when ordered separately which are normally next working 

day. 

 


